Sampling of Computer Graphics Today
Faces Then

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-CbyAk3Sn9I
Faces Now!

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qevnfvplbpw
Even Presidents!

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jd38tSubiR4
Games, of course

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XEr7M1MZ0io
Augmented Reality
Augmented Reality
Virtual Reality
3D Displays

• Simple
  – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bBQQEcfkHoE
3D Displays

• Complex
  – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YKCUGQ-uo8c
Projection Based Displays
Projection Based Displays
Dynamic Projection Based Displays

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ki8UXSJmrJE
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j9JXtTj0mzE